
Connect how you want. 

Each TRUTOUCH model comes with multiple 

HDMI, USB, and A/V inputs as well as 

component connections for microphones, 

speakers, and multimedia players. 

No limit to interaction. 

TRUTRUTOUCH displays proudly come with 

completely tech-free pens that you can use or 

lose and keep on working. Use your finger to 

draw, move and interact. No need to worry about 

broken electronics or dead batteries, TRUTOUCH 

puts all of the technology into the display, so it’s 

all you need for productive meeting

Smarter than any other display. 

TRUTRUTOUCH comes with an Open Pluggable Specification, or OPS, slot giving you the ability to have a 

computer integrated into the display, no extra devices needed. Experience a screen with a full operat-

ing system that works simply for more interaction and success. In addition, each display comes with a 

built-in Android system that is accessible by a simple swipe up from the bottom of the screen. Simply 

annotate on images, utilizes a basic whiteboard application and more, without needing to download 

software to any of your own devices.

Experience meetings and presentations on a display that redefines clarity. 

All TRUTOUCH models feature 1080p High-Definition resolution, except for the TRUTOUCH 840 

which gives you 84” of Ultra-High-Definition that you can’t imagine until you see it. Backlit LED 

displays provide the sharpest and clearest image for you to show off your innovation. When it 

comes to an eye-catching display, TRUTOUCH is the clear choice.

The TRUTOUCH line of Full-HD LED 

Multi-Touch displays is designed to increase 

productivity across the board. 

Take collaboration to the next level 
with one impressive display.
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TRUTOUCH displays react to touch the same way as phones and tablets, so you can tap, pinch, 

scroll, and interact the same way you would with the devices you use everyday. TRUTOUCH 

recognizes up to 10-point touch and 6-point writing all at once. With multi-Touch technology on a 

larger scale, TRUTOUCH displays allow multiple team members to work on the screen at once. 

The touchscreen like you’ve never seen before. 
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